Abstract-Radio-frequency (RF) transceiver array design using primary and higher order harmonics for in vivo parallel magnetic resonance imaging imaging (MRI) and spectroscopic imaging is proposed. The improved electromagnetic decoupling performance, unique magnetic field distributions and high-frequency operation capabilities of higher-order harmonics of resonators would benefit transceiver arrays for parallel MRI, especially for ultrahigh field parallel MRI. To demonstrate this technique, microstrip transceiver arrays using first and second harmonic resonators were developed for human head parallel imaging at 7T. Phantom and human head images were acquired and evaluated using the GRAPPA reconstruction algorithm. The higher-order harmonic transceiver array design technique was also assessed numerically using FDTD simulation. Compared with regular primary-resonance transceiver designs, the proposed higher-order harmonic technique provided an improved g-factor and increased decoupling among resonant elements without using dedicated decoupling circuits, which would potentially lead to a better parallel imaging performance and ultimately faster and higher quality imaging. The proposed technique is particularly suitable for densely spaced transceiver array design where the increased mutual inductance among the elements becomes problematic. In addition, it also provides a simple approach to readily upgrade the channels of a conventional primary resonator microstrip array to a larger number for faster imaging.
ular solution to specific absorption rate (SAR) issues, shimming/manipulation and parallel excitation for high and ultrahigh field MR [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Due to the large field-of-view (FOV), inhomogeneity, long excitation time taken in selective excitation and higher power requirement in human high field MR applications, the advantages and necessity of using transceiver arrays, rather than receiver arrays, become particularly prominent [7] [8] [9] [10] . One of the major challenges in design of such transceiver arrays is to attain sufficient electromagnetic (EM) decoupling among the resonant elements [1] , [3] , [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . The design becomes particularly difficult when the resonant elements are densely placed and with a large number of elements in order to increase its parallel imaging performance [1] , [15] , [16] . The decoupling method of using low input impedance preamplifiers commonly used for receiver array designs [17] is not readily to be implemented in the transceiver designs due to the required high RF power during the transmit (or excitation) phase. In the transceiver array design with regular loop elements, a decoupling network which usually is a LC circuit [11] , [18] or simply a capacitor or inductor [19] , is required to achieve the needed decoupling [12] , [20] . Compared with the regular loop coil elements, microstrip coils have demonstrated improved decoupling performance owing to their confined EM fields [1] , [2] , [21] [22] [23] . A decoupling network between two adjacent array elements is employed to further enhance the decoupling performance of microstrip design when the array elements are densely spaced for high acceleration rate [1] , [10] . At ultrahigh fields, the value of the capacitors used in such decoupling network falls into a small number in the range of a few picofarad [24] , [25] . With the increase of static magnetic field strength, the decoupling capacitance might be impractically small in in vivo applications, ultimately making the decoupling method difficult to implement, and the decoupling performance is extremely sensitive to the subjects or loading, making the decoupling unstable [24] , [25] . Therefore, it would be ideal if there are no decoupling circuits employed in the transceiver arrays. Besides the decoupling issue, it is also desirable in designing parallel imaging arrays that each element should have a different or unique profile in order to attain a better g-factor and thus better parallel imaging performance.
RF coil designs using high-order harmonics have been advocated for ultrahigh field in vivo MR applications [26] [27] [28] [29] . One of the advantages of this technology is its unique capability of high-frequency operation [26] which is essential to large-size coil designs for ultrahigh field MRI in humans. In contrast to the primary resonance (or first harmonic) that is conventionally used for RF coil or coil array designs, the high order harmonics, e.g., the second harmonics, have a completely different field 0278-0062/$26.00 © 2011 IEEE distribution. Yet, theoretically a first harmonic resonator and a second harmonic resonator placed in parallel are electromagnetically decoupled. These features of the high order harmonics would be beneficial to parallel imaging coil array designs for ultrahigh field MRI applications in humans [27] . In this work, we propose a transceiver array design technique for ultrahigh field parallel imaging applications in humans. The proposed design utilizes a mix of first harmonic resonators and second harmonic resonators as the resonant elements of the transceiver array. In this design, the first and second harmonic resonators are implemented using microstrip technology which has been proven to be advantageous for ultrahigh field RF coil designs [2] , [21] , [23] , [30] , [31] due to its improved resonance stability and reduced radiation losses. To demonstrate this technology, 16-channel microstrip arrays with alternately placed first and second harmonic resonant elements are designed and tested at 7T. The proposed transceiver array, capable of performing parallel imaging and parallel excitation for manipulation and selective excitation in humans, provides improved coil decoupling performance without using dedicated decoupling circuits and also yields relatively large coil coverage and improved g-factors due to the different profile of the first and second harmonic microstrip resonators. The unique element decoupling capability makes this proposed technology beneficial to the massively parallel array designs for ultrahigh field MR. Importantly, this technique provides a simple approach to upgrading a conventional array (built with primary resonant elements) to a larger channel number up to double by alternately inserting the high harmonic elements. There is no decoupling network needed for such an upgrade. Bench test and MR proton imaging results obtained from the transceiver array at 7T in phantoms and in the human head are shown to demonstrate its feasibility and performance.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Coil Element Design
The first harmonic and second harmonic resonators were designed and constructed for the proposed transceiver array design using the mixed harmonic resonance technology. Both resonators were implemented using microstrip with the same length. Fig. 1 depicts the circuits and current distributions of these resonators. The resonator in Fig. 1(a) is a typical straight-type, first harmonic resonator with two termination capacitors at the two ends of the microstrip for field distribution control and frequency adjustment. Different from the first harmonic resonator, the second harmonic resonator had an additional capacitor shunted at the center of the microstrip in order to have a symmetric field distribution, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . This shunt capacitor can also be utilized for additional frequency tuning. Before adding the termination capacitors and shunt capacitor on the microstrip, the second harmonic resonance was double the resonance frequency of the primary (or first harmonic) resonance [26] , [27] . With different current distributions as illustrated in Fig. 1 , the magnetic fluxes of the first and second harmonic resonators are canceled, achieving an intrinsic decoupling if the two resonators are placed in parallel. The second harmonic microstrip resonator. In this study, the resonant frequency of these two types of microstrip resonators is tuned to the proton Larmor frequency at 7T. The equations for calculating the frequency of the first or second harmonic resonance on a microstrip resonator with the termination capacitors can be derived using the ABCD matrix method. For the second harmonic circuit with shunt and termination capacitors as depicted in Fig. 2(a) , for convenience, assume that the termination capacitors at the two ends have the same value , and that the center capacitor is . Its symmetric equivalent structure along the dash line is shown in Fig. 2 
(b).
According to "magnetic/electric wall" analysis [32] , [33] , the symmetry circuit can be analyzed by inserting an open circuit (magnetic wall) and a short circuit (electric wall) into the dash line. Any bisection magnetic and electric circuit, which is shown in Fig. 2 (c) is used to calculate the resonance frequencies with the first and second harmonics.
For the primary resonance mode shown in Fig. 2 (c), the ABCD matrix is expressed as follows:
(1) Fig. 3 . S11 plots and B1 profiles from experiment and simulation results of (a) primary harmonic microstrip resonator and (b) second harmonic microstrip resonator. The image patterns indicate the current or magnetic field distribution of the first and second harmonic resonance in a microstrip resonator.
where and are angular frequency and characteristic impedance, respectively. denotes the electric length of the microstrip (2) where is wavelength within the dielectric material and l is the length of the microstrip. Assuming the input port is on the left side of the circuit in Fig. 2 (c) (left), the input admittance can be expressed by the following equation since the loading impedance (short circuit)
For the resonance condition , the primary resonance frequency is obtained (4) where . Similarly, when the microstrip coil is loaded with samples, considering the losses and permittivity introduced, the primary resonance frequency is derived as (5) where is propagation constant.
For the circuit shown in Fig. 2 (c) (right), its ABCD matrix may be represented in the form (6) Since the loading impedance (open circuit), the input admittance is
The second harmonic resonance frequency can then be obtained (8) In a special case when and are not equal to 0, the second harmonic frequency can be expressed as shown in (9) at bottom of page, where
. Similarly, when the microstrip coil is loaded with samples, the second harmonic frequency can be calculated using the following equation: (10) Note that the second harmonic frequency second is not double of the primary frequency f first due to the involved shunt capacitors and . For distributed-element microstrip resonators , (4) and (8) can be simplified and we have , which has been indicated in the previous work [26] .
Qualitatively, when the transmission lines are loaded with MR samples, the higher permittivity from the sample will result in a longer wavelength . According to (2) , the electrical length is reduced accordingly, ultimately leading to decreased and . The two resonators with primary and second harmonic resonances were simulated using xFDTD (Remcom, State College, PA) and tested at 7T to investigate their field distributions and signal intensities. The dimensions of these elements were all 16 cm long. The low-loss dielectric material of the microstrip was made of a Teflon sheet with 7 mm thickness. Width of the ground planes and the strip conductors were 3.8 and 1.27 cm, respectively. Both the first harmonic and second harmonic resonators were tuned to 298.1 MHz, the Larmor frequency of our GE 7 T/90 cm scanner (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI), as illustrated in Fig. 3 left column. In the simulation, we utilized the same port power for the first and second harmonic elements. The (9) coil elements in the simulation have exactly the same structure and dimension (including the shield dimension) as the elements we built for MR imaging experiments.
The MR images, also shown in Fig. 3 , were acquired along the strip conductors using first and second harmonic resonators with a large cuboid corn oil phantom. The dimension of the oil phantom measured
. Imaging sequence and parameters were gradient recalled echo (GRE), TR/TE 100 ms/6.9 ms, slice thickness 3 mm, flip angle 20 . As expected, the image patterns indicate the unique distributions of the first and second harmonic resonators.
FDTD simulation results of the field distribution shown in the right column of Fig. 3 were consistent with the experimental results (middle column of Fig. 3 ), indicating the accuracy of the numerical analysis method. Electromagnetic decoupling between the elements was assessed by measuring S21 (i.e. transmission coefficient) on a network analyzer (Agilent, model 4396A). The two coil elements were well decoupled with 27 dB or better isolation when they were placed in parallel as close as 5 mm apart. Even when the resonators were tilted, the excellent decoupling performance still remained. This merit of the high-order harmonic array technology could provide a design basis for flexible transceiver arrays for human parallel imaging at high fields [34] .
B. Head Array Design
Eight first harmonic elements and eight second harmonic elements were built to form a transceiver array for 1H imaging of the human head in our 7T system. The two types of coil elements were alternately arranged around a cylinder as shown in Fig. 4 . The coil elements were built on Teflon sheets 20 cm long, 3 cm wide, and 7 mm thick. The strip conductors and ground planes of the microstrip coil were made of 36--thick adhesive-backed copper tape (3M, St. Paul, MN). The width of the strip conductors was 0.63 cm, and the width of the ground conductor was 2.54 cm. In Fig. 4(b) , the two variable capacitors (Voltronics, Denville, NJ) in the coil elements provided frequency tuning and impedance matching. Eight primary-resonance elements and eight second-harmonic elements were alternately and evenly stuck at the outside of a plexiglass cylinder with a 22 cm diameter. The dimension of this array was selected to fit a typical human head such that a reasonable filling factor could be achieved. The resonance frequency of all coil elements was tuned to 298.1 MHz after loading with a human head. No decoupling network was used to electromagnetically decouple the coil elements. The decoupling performance between any two elements out of all 16 elements was evaluated using transmission coefficient S21 measurements taken on the network analyzer. This 16-element transceiver array was treated as a multi-port, single piece device. Therefore, when any two elements were measured, all the remaining elements were terminated by 50-loads.
For this array with densely placed coil elements, the size of the ground plane in each microstrip coil element is not sufficient to provide a perfect ground. Consequently, this transceiver array may suffer from cable resonance, low Q factors and imaging quality degradations. To enhance the coil stability, we utilized an approach [3] to improving the performance of microstrip transceiver arrays by introducing RF shielding outside the microstrip array and the feeding coaxial cables. A cylindrical slotted RF shield with a diameter of 26.7 cm was added to the coil array, as shown in Fig. 4 . The cylindrical shielding had no physical connection with the coil array elements. The distance between the RF shielding and the ground plane of the coil elements was 1.3 cm. This RF shielding was cut into eight pieces; within each piece there was one primary and one second harmonic element to avoid possible eddy currents during imaging experiments. To minimize the RF interference between the feeding cables and further improve the resonance stability, the coaxial cable of each resonant element was shielded by a 10-cm-long copper tape which was directly connected to the coil shielding [3] . This copper tape shield was used to further enhance the resonance stability and minimize the RF interference between cables (due to any possible currents on outer braid of the coax). The coax insulating jacket remained in place. Based on our test results, the coax shield of each coil element could be connected to the RF shield only when the coil elements have good decoupling. This connection helps to increase the resonance stability but may degenerate the coil isolation at certain level. If the elements are densely placed with marginal S21 values, this connection may not be applicable. The setup shown in Fig. 4 is optimized to achieve good stability as well as good isolation. 
C. Experiments
In vivo human head experiments were performed on the 7T/90 cm whole body scanner (General Electric Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI) with healthy volunteers. We acquired gradient echo (GRE) images in axial and sagittal orientations using this 16-channel microstrip array with alternately placed first and second harmonic elements. The axial imaging acquisition parameters were as follows: image FOV , TR/TE 100 ms/6.9 ms, slice thickness 3 mm, image matrix size 256 256, flip angle 20 , number of excitations , in-plane resolution 0.9 mm 0.9 mm. Images at the sagittal plane used the same parameters except . Our 7T scanner is equipped with 16 receive channels but only with two quadrature transmit channels. To test this 16-channel transceiver array, scans were conducted by connecting two coil elements (which are 90 apart) to the transmit channels at each time, and switched to other element pair until 16 sub-images were acquired. During the experiment, all other unimaged elements were terminated with 50-loads. Those 50-terminations on unused coil elements were for protection reasons since the actual output impedance of the RF power amplifier was unknown although 50-output impedance was specified. The images and raw data from each coil element were then saved and reconstructed with a MATLAB program. The scans were performed manually to fine tune the transmit power. The nominal 90 flip angle is defined based on the maximum signal achieved on individual elements.
Images at the sagittal plane were acquired to represent the signal distribution of the coil elements and imaging coverage along the coil axis. The signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) of images in four different axial planes were calculated to show the contribution of the second harmonic coil elements to the overall SNR of the head images. For each plane, the SNR measurements were performed for the images acquired from eight primary resonance elements, eight second harmonic elements and all 16 mixed elements. In the SNR measurements, the signals were measured from a square of 32 32 pixels in each of the five positions at the center and periphery of the image. The standard deviation (SD) of intensity in an 8-pixel 8-pixel square in the image background was calculated. SNR is expressed as [35] .
To demonstrate the parallel imaging performance of this transceiver array, g-factors of the proposed coil array at different reduction factors were calculated based on the human head imaging data from each element [1] . GRAPPA reconstructions were performed with the in vivo data. Partial k-space data were extracted from the full dataset to simulate from 2 to 5 accelerations. The improved GRAPPA reconstruction algorithm reported in reference [36] was employed. In each reconstruction, 10 auto-calibrating signal (ACS) lines were used for the fitting process.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed transceiver array, g-factors at various reduction factors were calculated for eight primary resonant elements and for the mixed 16 primary and second harmonic elements. Individual images (or sub-images) were acquired from human head using each element of the 16-channel transceiver array. The sensitivity map of each element was calculated by dividing the sub-image by the sum-of-squares (SoS) combined image. The g-factors were then calculated based on the MATLAB code provided online.
III. RESULTS Fig. 5 demonstrates the S11 and S21 parameters measured from the first and second harmonic elements of the transceiver array. With the load of the human head, the nearest elements with the first and second harmonics were well isolated to more than 20 dB. The isolation between the next nearest neighbors of first harmonic elements were better than 15 dB, and the isolation between the next nearest neighbors of second harmonic elements was better than 18 dB. In this round cylindrical transceiver array, the loading of the elements varies around the head due to different sample-element distance of each coil element. Generally, unloaded Q of the first harmonic elements are approximately 260, loaded Q are 45 120; unloaded Q of the second harmonic elements are approximately 300, loaded Q are 95 160. Fig. 6 shows the combined images in the sagittal plane from all the first harmonic elements, all the second harmonic elements and their combination. The sum-of-squares combined images are shown with the same signal intensity scale and without using any image processing method. As expected, the image from first harmonic elements [ Fig. 6(a) ] had a high signal intensity located at the center of the coil, but the signal was weak at the lower part of the brain, limiting the imaging capability in the brain stem, cerebellum and upper spinal cord. In Fig. 5(b) , the MR signals from the second harmonic elements were weak at the center but strong at the two ends of the transceiver array, which enabled a better imaging in the lower part of the brain. The combination image in Fig. 6(c) shows good coverage of the whole brain. With the help of the second harmonic coil elements, the imaging coverage of this array has increased compared to the array having only primary resonance elements. Fig. 7 shows the combined images in different axial planes from all the first harmonic elements, all the second harmonic elements and their combination. Local SNR at four periphery areas and the center of the brain were calculated and marked in the images. The combined axial images from second harmonic elements show high signal intensity at the periphery. But the signal intensity drops fast with depth. As expected, the signal intensities from the second harmonic coil elements also varied across different axial planes. In this case, the higher the images are towards the top of the brain, the better the SNR achieved. The overall SNR gain (SNR from entire 16 elements versus SNR from eight primary harmonic elements) also illustrates this tendency. In Fig. 6(a) , 41% SNR gain was achieved with the help of the second harmonic coil elements. Even at the center of the coil array, a SNR gain of 7.2% was still achieved [ Fig. 6(d)] .
A GRAPPA reconstruction algorithm was employed in evaluation of the parallel imaging performance of the proposed transceiver array with the raw data acquired from healthy volunteers at 7T. The accelerated images with a reduction factor from 2 to 5 together with the images without acceleration are reconstructed and shown in Fig. 8 . When the imaging speed reaches five-fold faster than the regular imaging, the image still had an acceptable quality. In the reconstruction, 10 auto-calibration signal (ACS) lines were used for each reduction rate.
Individual images from each coil element and their combinations are shown in Fig. 9 . The individual images from the first Fig. 10 . g-factors at different reduction rate calculated based on the 7T head imaging acquired using the 8-channel primary resonator array and the 16-channel mixed array. With the convenient channel upgrade using the proposed mixed harmonic method, the parallel imaging performance of the 8-channel coil array is significantly improved.
harmonic coil elements are listed in the first two rows and images from second harmonic coil elements are listed in the following two rows. The combined images in Fig. 9 were corrected from the original images for signal intensity variations. Images were first segmented by using a custom-made software based on a mathematic morphology algorithm [37] to minimize the background noise and then corrected to enhance the signal intensity at the center of the brain. The parallel imaging g-factors at various reduction factors were calculated and the results were shown in Table I . Based on the g-factor plots illustrated in Fig. 10 , the proposed design of using mixed primary and second harmonic resonators, compared with the conventional design using only primary resonant elements, yielded improved g-factors and thus parallel imaging performance, particularly at higher reduction rate.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
A transceiver array design technique using the mixed harmonic transmission line resonators is introduced for high field parallel imaging applications in humans. This technology has been successfully implemented by designing and testing multi-channel head-sized transceiver arrays for 7T imaging, demonstrating the feasibility of the proposed design technique for human MR imaging. The transceiver arrays based on this technique provide improved decoupling performance, enlarged imaging coverage and excellent parallel imaging performance due to the reduced g-factor. The unique decoupling performance makes this mixed harmonic technique particularly useful in designing massively parallel arrays where the electromagnetic decoupling among elements becomes much more problematic due to dramatically increased mutual inductance in densely placed resonant elements. With the proposed technique, the element number or channel number of a RF coil array made of conventional first harmonic resonators can be readily doubled without adding additional decoupling treatment by alternately inserting the second harmonic resonators in the coil array, leading to a much faster imaging coil array.
The filling factor of any type of RF coil is crucial to MR SNR and signal excitation efficiency. Therefore, for those MR applications where the SNR is critical, size scalable RF coils are usually desirable so that the RF coils can best fit the different subjects. This is especially important for the parallel imaging coil array which is usually comprised of a set of surface coils, because the field of surface coils has an extremely strong gradient and their MR SNR is therefore very sensitive to the distance between the coil and imaging subject. The proposed technique which requires no dedicated decoupling components or networks to electromagnetically decouple the resonant elements, and thus no physical connections among resonant elements would significantly reduce the design challenges in realizing the size scalable feature for high field transceiver arrays in practice. This technique directly results in a successful design for a flexible transceiver array targeting different body parts for human parallel imaging at the ultrahigh field of 7T [34] .
Large coils usually have a large imaging coverage. However it is challenging to design large-size coils for the high frequency operation. One of the reasons is that large-size coils have increased inductance and parasitic capacitance which is a factor in decreasing the resonant frequency of RF coils. By using the proposed design of alternately placed first and second harmonic resonators, imaging coverage of a head transceiver array can be improved without increasing the coil length, so that lower brain regions, such as the cerebellum, brain stem, and upper spinal cord can be observed.
Due to the lack of multiple transmit channels, only two transmit channel could be driven at a time. However, tipping the spins through a specified angle over any significant volume depends upon the constructive interference of fields from multiple transmit elements, and cannot straightforwardly be achieved by separately driving pairs of elements in a temporal sequence. Thus, the resulting images shown in this work might be different from those acquired using all the transmit channels simultaneously.
With the capability of independent amplitude and phase control on each coil element, manipulation of excitation field (i.e., ) and selective excitation are able to be performed and investigated by using the prototype 16-channel transceiver array in human subjects at the ultrahigh field of 7T. In addition, the operation method of this transceiver array is flexible. As a choice of operation methods, the proposed transceiver array can be used in a way that, for example, the eight first harmonic elements are transmitters while entire 16 first and second harmonic elements are receivers. This competence of a high-frequency transceiver array would be advantageous and valuable, especially for MR systems in which the transmit channel number is limited.
